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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to recognize the
prevalence of male bonding as a subject in David R a b e 1s
work and to examine its thematic significance in two
plays, Streamers and Hurlyburly.
While critics have touched upon Rabe's examination
of masculine myth in the plays, none has addressed Rabe's
obvious fascination with the rituals and conventions of
traditional male bonding.
Focusing on this one issue
provides one with important clues to understanding the
overall thematic structure of Rabe's work.
In Rabe's plays, the tenets of traditional male
bonding are part of a large web of myths which give
sanction to the basest of human instincts, including
brutality, misogyny and racism.
Yet, ironically, male
bonding also fulfills, at least superficially, a natural
human yearning for friendship, providing comfort in the
face of insecurities brought about by those instincts.
Men in contemporary society, Rabe suggests, are
finding male bonding to be a far less effective coping
mechanism than it has been traditionally.
In his plays,
characters cling to traditional male identity in a world
in which all other values have been stripped away from
them; yet that identity, which is losing its strength and
clarity, no longer protects them, even superficially,
from the sense of existential despair that Rabe sees as
an ongoing part of the human condition.

MALE BONDING IN THE PLAYS OF DAVID RABE

Critics have tended to focus upon David Rabe7s plays
either as limited, topical portraits of contemporary
American society or as works far broader in scope, which
merely use contemporary settings in order to examine the
timeless problems of man7s existential dilemma.

The truth

is that Rabe7s focus has consistently fallen somewhere inbetween.

The social and political developments which loom

over Rabe7s settings are catalysts for the gradual
destruction of firmly-rooted traditional American values.
We are constantly reminded in The Basic Training of Pavlo
Hummel, Sticks and Bones and Streamers of the bewildering
moral ambiguity surrounding the Vietnam War.

And the

deterioration of traditional sexual and spiritual identity
sets the stage for Hurlvburlv.

While Rabe7s characters

are forced to confront age-old philosophical problems,
they must do so in the context of this very specific time
and place, a time and place characterized by particular
moral confusion.
Rabe7s plays progressively probe the basic philoso
phical dilemma first introduced in The Basic Training of
Pavlo Hummel and Sticks and Bones.

In the early plays, he

concentrates on exposing the fragility of societal myths
which have been constructed to give meaning to people7s
lives and on unveiling the confused creatures who lurk
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beneath, frustrated creatures who know nothing of what
they are or why they exist and whose subsequent rage is
channeled through the very philosophical constructs which
disguise its existence.

Jerrold Philips defines this

pattern in Rabe's plays, citing The Basic Training of
Pavlo Hummel and In the Boom Boom Room;
In these plays David Rabe has examined
the nature of human existence, and has
sought to reduce it to its most element
al terms. To Rabe these terms are biolo
gical? existence is defined by Ardell:
"We melt? we tear and rip apart. Mem
brane, baby, Cellophane." To Chrissy, we
are hunks of meat.
Behind these biolo
gical realities there is nothing.
All
meanings, all values are completely
arbitrary and fall away under intense
scrutiny.
There is simply a great
abyss, and those individuals who are
unfortunate enough to pursue this dark
knowledge must learn the meaninglessness
of all life. 1
The chaotic periods Rabe deals with in his plays— Vietnam
and post-Vietnam America— create the kind of "intense
scrutiny" which forces people into discovery of this "dark
knowledge."

In the later plays it becomes apparent that

Rabe sees the human situation as essentially unjustifiable
by any existing set of values.

Yet he seems to find hope

in a recognition of this state of affairs and in the pos
sibility that people may find, in the face of such recog
nition, some honest means of filling the void.

Streamers

and Hurlvburlv are set in a world in flux, in which people
are unable to find replacements for traditional codes of
living which served to provide structure to a preceding
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generation.

What happens when this structure is removed

and no immediate answers present themselves is at the root
of Rabe's most fundamental concerns.
Significantly, all but one of Rabe's plays deal pri
marily with the adjustment of men, not women, to this
situation.

Two in particular, Streamers and Hurlvburlv.

emphasize the gradual destruction of traditional bonds
between men as a crushing blow to characters desperate for
a sense of identity and purpose.

These bonds, which hold

an almost sacred position in the traditional American value
system which is slowly deteriorating, are one of Rabe's
most consuming interests.

While Rabe has sometimes been

accused of sexism, his treatment of masculine myth actual
ly corresponds closely to much of what has surfaced in
men's studies in recent years.

If he is guilty of any

thing, it is of a mild case of pop-psychology, an over
estimation of the clarity, strength and uniformity of
traditional male identity before the Vietman era.

While

he is deeply sympathetic to men in crisis, he, unlike his
characters, does not look nostalgically at the traditional
male identity they cling to;

on the contrary, he is

relentless in exposing the destructiveness of the values
which form its basis.

In The Making of Masculinities.

Harry Brod makes a point about masculine myth which might
explain Rabe's motivation for taking the approach he does;
Most men today are nostalgic for a
past they conceptualize as having con
tained a secure and stable male identi-
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ty.
This nostalgia tends to be an
immobilizing and conservative force, as
it leads men not only to be less respon
sive to contemporary demands but also to
feel more justifiably intransigent,
since they can claim to be championing a
continuous uniform tradition against
unique assaults against it. Pointing
out the historical inaccuracies of their
mythologization of the past can liberate
men's attention to face more directly
present realities. 2
While Rabe tends to focus on exposing the inadequacies and
destructiveness of traditional male myth rather than chal
lenging it as a uniform tradition, his intention— to
liberate men from the limitations of such myths— is much
the same.

While the issue of male bonding appears in all

of Rabe's plays, only Streamers and Hurlvburlv. which are
specifically concerned with the dynamics of men in groups
rather than focusing on a single individual, fully allow
us to see it at work, and that is why they have been cho
sen as the major objects of discussion here.

Rabe's male

characters look desperately to the past for a sense of
belonging which they cannot find in the present.

This

pattern is introduced in Streamers and becomes pervasive
in Hurlvburlv.

Goose and Tomtom, a lesser play which was

poorly received at the New York Shakespeare Festival in
1982 and has been ignored by critics ever since, is hardly
innovative theatre, but it is worth taking a look at here
because it is an absurdist rendering of a traditional
patriarchal society in which male bonding is an important
feature, and it provides an introduction to some of the
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issues about male and male/female relationships which Rabe
treats more fully in Streamers and Hurlvburlv.
Goose and Tomtom is Rabe's attempt to lay out for us
symbolically the nature of the primitive male bond present
in both Streamers and Hurlvburlv. to examine why it exists
and to suggest why it would remain so attractive to the
men who cling to it even in a world, like the worlds of
Streamers and Hurlvburlv. in which the concepts which
fostered it are rapidly disappearing.

The play virtually

defines the elements of the traditional male bond as Rabe
sees it.

This bond is built around collective faith in

certain patriarchal assumptions— that men are physically
strong and aggressive; that they are powerful and dominant
and must sometimes solve problems through the use of
force; that they are in control of their lives and their
feelings and have the rational means to explain their
environment; that they have certain commitments as members
of what might be called a "tribe," whether it be the army,
as in Streamers. or simply a tightly-knit group of men, as
in Hurlvburlv; that women are objects to be used in order
to prove or validate manhood; and that the only meaningful
relationships are between men.

The bond requires a sense

of adventure: thus the strongest representatives of it,
Goose and Tomtom and Cokes and Rooney, are gangsters and
soldiers, respectively.

These elements vary somewhat in

the three plays, but the core of the cult remains the
same.

In Rabe's work, male bonding enables men to submit
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themselves to a higher order of unified beliefs, as a way
of evading responsibility for their actions? it ful
fills a need for a sense of power by allowing men to band
together against other groups— different nationalities,
races, women and men who are not part of the cult? it
provides a strong sense of social and sexual identity? it
encourages a reversion to childishness— to competitive
games and group ritual— as a means of escaping difficult
adult problems and relationships? and it fulfills, at
least superficially, a natural human yearning for friend
ship .
Goose and Tomtom are caricatures of men who bond
together and cling to primitive ideas about men and women
in order to simplify and give structure to their lives.
The play is a portrait of men who are unable or unwilling
to see women in any way other than a primitive one— as
goddesses or whores— and of women who both use and cling
to those myths themselves.

The women characters are

representative both of the nature and effect of male atti
tudes and misconceptions.
Goose and Tomtom are a pair of gangsters, reminiscent
of Beckett's tramps, who try throughout the play to define
their own existence.

This quest takes the form of primi

tive drawings on the wall of their apartment and repeti
tive speeches on the simple happenings of their day.

The

inarticulate expression of their various concerns alter
nately evokes a sense of the simple searching of the
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ancient tribe and the helpless questioning of two
children.

Their concern with proving their manhood and

with protecting territorial rights from rival gangs is
matched only by an insecure, childlike friendship which
blossoms whenever they are particularly happy or sad.

For

example, to lift their spirits, the two don cowboy suits
or draw silver pistols, or they put on their Stetson hats,
which give them confidence that they can do anything, even
fly:
Goose:

If I was doin' it, you could be
seein'it. Me in my cowboy hat
up high in the air.

Tomtom: And me lookin' up at your
singin', and you're pokin' the
stars with your fingers.
You're
flyin' and singin'. . . .
Goose:

I'm singin' beautiful?
Ohh, I love you, Tomtom.

Tomtom: I love your beautiful flyin'
and singin', Goose.
Goose:

I'm happy

to be doin'

it.

Tomtom:

I'm happy

to be seein' it.

Goose:

I'm happy my doin' it makes you
happy, Tomtom, an' I can count on
yo u , right?

Tomtom: Of course you can. 3
Into this insulated, blissful world of childlike
trust steps Lorraine, and from her— or at least from Goose
and Tomtom's perceptions of her— all the dissension in the
play springs.

Lorraine begs for diamonds, and the men

steal them for her, which results in violence between
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Goose and Tomtom and their rival, Bingo.

She encourages

competition between the two, first by sticking pins into
their arms to prove who is the strongest or manliest, and
then by causing jealousy when she switches from one lover
to another.

She tortures Goose by literally removing an

organ from his body, his liver, and sadistically squeezing
it at her whim.

Lorraine is the archetypal temptress and

manipulator? yet the men treat her as a kind of earth
goddess, a nurturer on whom they lavish jewelry and atten
tion in complete obedience and trust.

The other female

character in the play, Lulu, does act the part of spiri
tual mother, a mysterious beauty and nurturer? yet she is
treated as a whore.

Together, the two form an image of

traditional male perceptions of womanhood, and the treat
ment that they receive shows us how grossly distorted
these perceptions are.
Imagery of infantilism is especially strong in the
characters who represent the primitive male bond.

Goose

and Tomtom, who often talk in baby talk and monosyllables,
become even more infantile in the presence of Lorraine,
Goose pawing at her face "like a baby" (42), Tomtom dream
ing of a time when he can stay at home with her, like a
child with his mother:

"You smile at me.

out on the streets anymore.
little songs, makin'

You don't go

We cuddle? we hug? we sing

'em up as we go" (45).

The social order established in the play allows men
both physical power over women and, conversely, the com-
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fort of reverting to infantilism and submitting themselves
to a higher spiritual presence.
duty of self-justification.

This relieves them of the

In ancient thought, women are

considered to be closely bonded to such a presence, as a
black-clad intruder, a shadowy representative of a tribal
world, explains in Act Three:
There were those of us who peed standing
up and others who peed squatting.
From
those of us who squatted to pee, dupli
cates of ourselves would sometimes drop,
squalling and clinging up into the sec
ret place where divinities mingled with
entrails and the cord of life ran
backward as if through all time to the
mystery.
This did not dismay us, and we
concluded that such mystery was so far
beyond our means that we should draw no
conclusions but simply express, in
jewelry and statues, our awe. (117)
It is Goose and Tomtom's insistence on this mysterious
presence, their fear of questioning it, which motivates
their lives and creates the ugliness and violence in the
play, for they attribute divine power to an ordinary
being.

The complete obedience and awe they display toward

her turn her into Lorraine, the manipulator.

Conversely,

Lulu, the aspect of woman which the men feel compelled to
control and free to victimize, sees herself as a grand,
beautiful being because her faith in that myth is the only
hope she has as she waits for release.
While Rabe is concerned with the effect of male myth
ologizing on women, his real concern here is the manner in
which the male mind creates illusion in order to assume
identity, security and power.

The end of the play seems a
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male fantasy come true.

The duplicitous Lorraine, who

uses male myth to gain power, is removed from the picture,
and the men are left with Lulu, who seems a true earth
mother, and who explains that she will be destructive only
if kept

in bondage.

with Lorraine here.

Yet Lulu clearly identifies herself
It is obvious that they are one and

the same:
And of course they will untie me in
time— Good Goose and Good Tomtom— for
they will in time understand how they
must save me, and how, if they do not, I
will devastate them beyond what I have
already done . . . I have waited.
But
they will, in time, see the tenderness of my
power, the sweetness of my wrath, and my
hands, released, will remove from them
their petty little pains, and so healed,
they will look at me with an astonished,
startled love, a dismayed and hopeless
love unlike anything of which they might
have ever thought their breathing little
hearts to, before this moment, consist.
(122)
When Lulu is untied, the social order is restored and the
men feel that they can sleep in peace.

But Lulu is only a

replacement for Lorraine, and the audience can see that
maintaining this primitive society will always be a strug
gle for the men which will never be entirely gratifying.
The final image of the two content men in the midst of the
cosmos, holding up their diamonds to one another in a kind
of symbolic marriage with no interference from the pas
sive, loving Lulu, is Rabe's idea of a false happiness
that men long for, to take their place as children of a
spiritual universe, tended by a nurturing mother.
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Rabe has given us an absurd society laced with sense
less brutality, yet this crude society manages to function
rather smoothly.

Goose and Tomtom's search for identity

is not a search for truth:
figures.

they are not such noble

Like Bingo, they seek comfort, a world in which

they can rest, and that is almost what they get, in the
beginning and in the end.

Every character in Goose and

Tomtom has a part to play, and that is all he or she
really desires:

tribalism, sexism and the brutality which

follows them are the prices they pay for this security.
The diamonds, paid for in blood but willingly so, are the
reward they receive— the chance to participate in a game
in which each has a designated role.

Goose and Tomtom are

manipulated, but together they are happy; Lulu is victi
mized but does not rebel; and Bingo accepts his death as
a natural consequence of the way things are in a warrior
society.
The appearance of the dreamlike tribe in Act Three,
whose society mirrors Goose and Tomtom's society exactly,
simply reinforces the idea that this is a primitive world
in which a false memory of a primal world without troubles
motivates its inhabitants.

As we find in Rabe's other

plays, especially Hurlvburlv. the myths and unnattainable
goals which rule Goose and Tomtom's lives exert a powerful
influence over the lives of contemporary people, who can
not seem to stop clinging to them even in the face of
growing realizations which seem to contradict them.
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Streamers and Hurlvburlv move beyond the simple dyna
mics of Goose and Tomtom and proceed to examine the plight
of characters caught between the urge to play Goose and
Tomtom's game and the pull toward a mature understanding
of the human condition and a desire to deal with it truth
fully.

The unnattractiveness of Goose, Tomtom and the

other cartoonish figures which inhabit their world saves
the play from being regarded as an argument for the main
tenance of a functional, complacent way of life which
provides security.

For who of us would wish for a life

characterized by such banality, such cruel ignorance, no
matter how successfully it functions?

Rabe's realistic

protagonists always fail to find the relative contentment
that his absurdist gangsters find, but their failure is
far more noble than Goose and Tomtom's success.
Goose and Tomtom differs markedly from Rabe's other
plays because its flat characters are so lost within their
own cyclical society that they seek no truth which would
endanger their beliefs, and no challenge is offered to
seriously shake those beliefs.

The other plays, even the

semi-absurdist Sticks and Bones. offer us a battle between
the status quo and a recognition of the emptiness of that
status quo.

In The Basic Training of Pavlo Hummel, Sticks

and Bones and In the Boom Boom Room, the traditional illusionary constructs and controlling myths

ultimately win

out, at least temporarily, over the painful recognition
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which threatens to invade their society.

But in the later

plays, the ability of characters to slip into illusion is
gradually fading, and they are left, like Eddie in
Hurlvburly. with no protection from their new-found•aware
ness of the human condition.
Traditional male friendship, steeped in assumptions
based on arbitrary constructs, emerges as a major focus in
Rabe's dramatic vision, beginning with Pavlo Hummel.
Rabe's military settings and themes provide a perfect
arena for an examination of male relationships, for they
carry with them certain expectations— the ideas of army
brotherhood, of dignity in battle and of the importance of
a boy's initiation into manhood— which comprise the tradi
tional male cult Rabe wishes to expose as false and
destructive, while the desperate situations his characters
are placed in as a result of their involvement in military
life or war itself clearly allow us to see the need men
have to cling to such ideas.
companionship,

The primal needs for

identity and security are highlighted,

while the traditional values which have been developed to
fulfill them are shown as destructive.

In the first two

Vietnam war plays, Rabe's concern is with exposing the
gulf between traditional ideas about manhood, especially
brotherhood, and the actual experience his male characters
have in their relationships with one another and in selfdiscovery.

In Streamers, he is specifically concerned

with the transition between one generation,

for whom those
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traditional ideas functioned with some measure of success,
and the sons of that generation,

for whom they are not at

all adequate.
Streamers is a portrait of one fairly well-defined
generation giving way to a new one, in which collective
codes do not function and doubts replace security, confu
sion replaces order, and turmoil within the society
replaces unity.

The traditional concept of brotherhood,

especially in military terms, remains a strong social
goal, but the younger generation of men is incapable of
fulfilling it.

Male bonding is examined as it relates to

warrior myth and functions as one element of a system of
values which propel that myth.

At the same time, in some

sense it provides men with a personal shield against the
very societal problems it helps to create.
The world of Hurlvburlv lacks even the pretension of
collective social goals and values.

Men revert to tradi

tional ideas of manhood to feel power and security at a
time in which their identity is no longer clearly defined
for them.

On the one hand, the ritual of male bonding is

a comfort,

fulfilling a need for human contact and group

unity, but in its traditional form it also manifests
itself as an infantile shield against the complex issues
which face men and as an outlet through which to express a
vague resentment against women and a hunger for power.
Male bonding is only one of a number of cultural
institutions Rabe examines in his work, but it is arguably

his most obssessive concern.

A close examination of both

Streamers and Hurlvburlv reveals how fundamental the issue
of male bonding is to the thematic structure of Rabe's
most important plays.

II
Streamers has often been referred to as the last play
of Rabe's "Vietnam Trilogy," which would also include The
Basic Training of Pavlo Hummel and Sticks and Bones.
Certainly, Streamers takes its cue from the problems
examined in the first two plays, but it is concerned with
a more advanced stage in the development of those pro
blems.

Pavlo Hummel takes us on a journey through one

dying soldier's mind, and reveals a painful, gradual des
truction of the various identities he had adopted to give
purpose to his life.

Sticks and Bones shows us a similar

struggle between existential despair and firmly-rooted
protective illusions, but rather than examining the strug
gle within the mind of one character, Rabe personifies the
opposing forces, the middle-class American family repre
senting illusion, and the returning Vietnam veteran being
a figure of dark recognition.

And while the character of

Ozzie becomes a complex figure caught in the middle of
these forces, the illusionary world represented by Harriet
and Rick ultimately wins at least a temporary victory.
Streamers shows us a world in which illusions have
largely lost their grip on people:

they no longer provide
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even marginally adequate protection against something as
ultimately inexplicable as the Vietnam war and the entire
era which accompanies it.

And, most importantly, it is a

world which is not only divided between recognition and
illusion, but is divided in its illusions as well.

The

gradual dying of an old order of traditional spiritual and
social mores and the absence of a new one create a hurlyburly of conflicting philosophies and values.

Traditional

codes of living, such as faith in God and country, the
strength of the family and sex-role identity, are suddenly
confronted with an increasing recognition of social and
moral complexities which defy their value.

Where once

groups pitted themselves against one another under the
spell of collective delusions, now it is each individual
pitted against every other individual under the control of
private delusions.

The comfort of the group is gone, but

there remain fruitless attempts by individuals to connect
with one another because the only alternative is to face
an unknown and frightening darkness alone.
The primitive male bond, which functions so smoothly
in Goose and Tomtom's world, is one of few social goals
the characters in Streamers still share, but it has lost
its strength as a coping mechanism for characters strug
gling with an increasing awareness of a heterogenous
society.
In both Pavlo Hummel and Sticks and Bones, tradi
tional

male myth is a clear example of a philosophical
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construct which channels in thin disguise the very basest
of human instincts.
code which

Part of this web of myth is a warrior

lends dignity to war, as Ozzie voices inSticks

and Bones:

"But all that's nothing, I'm sure to what

must be in

war. The things you must touch and see.

Honor.

You must touch honor." 4

it

Ozzie's fantasies about

brotherhood are similar to Pavlo's initial expectations:
Men serving together in war, it's a powerful
thing . . . . I respect you having had
it— I almost envy you having had it,
Dave.
I mean . . . true comradeship ..
I had just a taste— not that those trucks and
factory were any battlefield, but there
was a taste of it there— in the jokes we
told and the way we saw each other first
thing in the morning. We told dirty
filthy jokes, Dave, we shot pool, played
cards, drank beer late every evening,
singing all these crazy songs.
David:

That's not right, Dad.

(14 3)

In The Basic Training of Pavlo Hummel, Pavlo enters
the army expecting to find an automatic brotherhood with
fellow soldiers, but repeatedly finds that it does not
exist:

ironically, he is killed not by an "enemy" but an

American soldier.

He clings to macho myths and tries to

fulfill the role of warrior, but his actions are ultimate
ly a perversion of the glory he is supposed to embody.
Pavlo's heroes come from the movies and they are idealized
shadows which guide him.

The warriors in Streamers are

real, and we are invited to examine them alongside the
confused young recruits, who lack Pavlo's unquestioning
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love affair with the values which govern their way of
life.
What we get in Streamers is a striking contrast be
tween the old sergeants, Cokes and Rooney, with their
mutual respect, codes and beliefs, and the recruits, who
must deal with a confused jumble of values which they have
both inherited and created, and who cannot find a clear,
collective set of values on which to base a brotherhood.
Like Goose and Tomtom, Cokes and Rooney share a
special friendship based on simple codes of conduct and
belief and mutual respect.

And like Goose and Tomtom,

their characters are almost interchangeable when they are
together, like two unquestioning children in a blissful
world of their own making.

They look alike, laugh at one

another's jokes, smile and hug each other, and refer to
one another as "Cokesy" and "Ole Rooney.1*
men,

who have

The younger

not been initiated into this sacred

are labeled"shit

sacks." 5

cult,

The two old buddies light up

in the company of one another, and they delight in identi
fying themselves as a distinct group, an especially
blessed society:
Rooney:

. . . . Not one regular army
people among you possible.
I
swear it to my mother who is
holy.
You just be watchin'
the papers for doin' darin'
brave deeds. 'Cause we're old
hands at it. Makin' shit
disappear.
Goddamn whooosh! . . . .

Cokes:

. . . Rooney and me fought it
through two wars already and we
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can make it through this next one
more and leukemia that comes or
doesn't come— who gives a shit?
Not guys like us. We're goin'
just pretty as pie. (45)
This type of military brotherhood is an especially strong
manifestation of traditional male bonding, and the reason
for this is obvious.

If male bonding is part of a network

of protections against fear of the unexplainable, the
unjustifiable, then the soldier would have a particular
need for it, because what is more mysterious or more seem
ingly unfair than death?

Fear of impending death is an

ever-present concern in the life of a soldier.

In Rabe's

plays, facing death always brings one to the brink of
existential despair, and the need for escape from that
despair is a desperate one.

The male bond, distinguished

by both a spirited competition and a comforting camara
derie, insulates soldiers from the sense of helplessness
that awareness of their situation would otherwise produce
and gives a sense of purpose and identity, however shal
low, to an existence seemingly stripped of all other
value.
In Streamers. the boys in the barracks room— Billy,
Roger and Richie— initially seem to be an essentially
content little society of American soldiers.

But quickly

we are made aware that each character lives in his own
private world, and that every exchange between them is a
tiny power struggle between combatting delusions.

Billy

clings to the morals of his middle-class Catholic upbring-
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ing in Wisconsin.

Richie, the spoiled, rich Manhattan

kid, relies on his wit and self-image as a sophisticated
hedonist to mask insecurity about his sexual identity.
Roger is the black man from the ghetto who has learned to
turn his back on a great deal of ugliness already and
whose role as peacemaker allows him to maintain his pri
vate delusion of an essentially homogenous world in which
peace is possible.
It would be naive to assume that the soldiers of
World War II were an entirely homogenous group, however
alike Cokes and Rooney appear to be.

But certainly, their

identity as men and as soldiers was more secure than that
of the new generation and could give them some common
ground on which to function as a unit.

Janet S. Hertzbach

addresses the importance of the audience's historical
awareness as a prerequisite to understanding Rabe's work:
In all of the plays, the dramatist
establishes some expression of ritual as
a reflection of disorder.
Men live in a
world so irrational that there is no
order to subvert.
This ethos contri
butes much to the spectacular, bloody
stageworthiness of the plays and is a
direct function of their topicality.
Their effectiveniess depends heavily on
an audience's knowledge, appreciation,
and preferably, experience of American
political, social, and cultural history
in the mid- and late 1960's and early
1970's .
The shaky sexual, racial and national identities reflected
in the recruits point to an America which is no longer
able to function according to what Rabe would call "tri
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balism,11 the kind of simple society Goose and Tomtom rep
resent.

Yet the new generation is expected to play by the

rules of that society, to fight together for what Billy
reminds us is supposed to be "freedom's frontier."
Barbara Hurrel notes in "American Self-Image in David
Rabe's Vietnam Trilogy" that the lingering concept of
America's paternalistic mission was inadequate justifica
tion for what we faced in Vietnam:
In Vietnam, any remaining
momentum from this old-style image de
generated into the absurdity of destroy
ing a village to "save" it! Confusion
about the American image he had been
brought up to believe in and its rela
tionship to the reality he found in
Vietnam often left the ordinary
soldier's self-image in a shambles . . .
neither our political nor our military
establishments succeeded in creating a
satisfactory rationale for our activi
ties, not only within the "hearts and
minds" of the Vietnamese, but also in
the eyes of our own soldiers, who were
left with little to offset the horror of
our experience.
It is evident that traditional ideas of manhood have
largely lost their power among the Vietnam-era recruits.
While Roger and Billy's friendship looks like traditional
brotherhood on the surface— they go through all the
motions— it lacks the real intimacy that Cokes and Rooney
share, and their macho rituals, push-ups and military
stances, are tinged with a certain self-consciousness, a
half-heartedness and embarrassment, which reveal how lit
tle comfort they offer the confused soldiers.

When Billy
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states that the army will do Rooney "a lot of good.
a man outa him"
troopers"

Make

(10) or that they "got to be good fuckin'

(17), he is mocking the codes by which the gen

eration before him had earnestly lived.

Unlike the gung-

ho Pavlo, Roger admits that, whatever the war is about, "I
am certain I don't want to go" (31).

Both Billy and Roger

vascillate in their commitment to warrior ideals, their
faith in what they have to fight for.

One minute Billy

holds on to the thought that the war would provide him
with an initiation into manhood, a chance to prove himself
as a tough survivalist, that it would be "a great place to
come back from . . .
andlived"

(3 0).

of the physical

to have gone there, to have seen it

The next minute,

faced with the

thought

reality of war— of snakes and jungles— he

slides into self-parody, asserting,

"I DO NOT WANT TO GOi

NOT TO NOWHERE WHERE THAT KIND OF SHIT IS GOING ON" (32)!
Roger shows a penchant for patriotic sentiment, but confu
sion about the war:
Do you know I cry at the goddamn anthem yet
sometimes? The flag is flyin' at a ball
game, the ole Roger gets all wet in the
eye.
After all the shit been done to
his black ass.
But I don't know what I
think about this war.
I do not know. (3 0)
Cokes and Rooney, and everything they represent, are
both a source of amusement and of mysterious fascination
for the boys.

As Philip C. Kolin emphasizes, Streamers is

"a brutal and ritualistic portrait of young men coming of
age— being groomed for manhood and death," and Rabe's
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message is "about the failure of fatherhood for a Viet Nam
generation."8

Kolin's emphasis on Cokes and Rooney as

fathers who fail to give their "sons" a legacy which will
fulfill their needs is appropriate.

Certainly, Rabe "rein

forces his message about Viet Nam fathers through domestic
parallels of paternal crimes" (63).

Real fathers, in most

of Rabe's plays from Pavlo Hummel to Streamers. are either
absent, inadequate, or morally corrupt.

The young re

cruits react to Cokes and Rooney as if they are fathers,
fathers who must be obeyed and appeased, but of whom they
are a little ashamed.

The two sergeants, with their

childlike games and enthusiastic stories, their "screamin'
eagles" yell and drunken reverie about the good old days,
are sometimes mocked by the boys, who are stunned by their
bungling incompetence, but it is a gentle mockery, as sons
might mock an old and broken father for whom they still
have a strange and compelling respect.

Cokes and Rooney

belong, after all, to a world the boys have never known
and never will but nonetheless desire.

They are almost

unreal figures, like relics of a distant past who drunkenly stumble through the barracks from time to time as
ghosts returning to their former domain.

As Richie ex

plains, "They made me sad; but I loved them, sort of.
Better than movies"

(47).

that they are "too much"

Roger and Billy can only agree
(47).

Still, when the older men

enter the barracks, Billy, especially, is drawn toward
them, asking for a drink from Rooney's bottle, encouraging
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them to let him hear the sacred "Beautiful Streamers"
song.

At one point, as Cokes and Rooney experience an

especially warm moment of comradeship, Rabe's stage direc
tions call for Billy to come up to them "almost seeming to
want to be part of the intimacy they are sharing"

(44).

Obviously, the sergeants possess something that the
younger men desperately want— and need.

It is as if the

recruits come to the army expecting an initiation into a
special club and find that they are ineligible to join.
Early in Act One, Rabe says of the recruits that "the war—
the threat of it— is the one thing they share"

(30).

But

unlike the sergeants, they do not share the same escape
from it.

And the reasons that they don't have everything

to do with the world they have grown up in, the world of
disunity that Hertzbach speaks of.

It is this disunity

which causes their downfall as an army.

Both the old

sergeants and the young recruits, representative of the
American national identity at different stages, are faced
with the necessity of dealing with fear of impending death
and, consequently, of the incoherence of life.

The ser

geants deal with it through a collective immersion into
illusion.

The recruits are unable to deal with it at all.

The desperate intruder, Carlyle, is the embodiment of
the recruits' worst fears, and he brings into focus the
doubts which threaten their tenuous society.
the point of explosion,

Carlyle, at

is unable to find sufficient
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structure and definition in his life to protect him from
the recognition that life operates by no coherent set of
rules.

He serves as a jarring contrast to the weak

personal barriers that the others have constructed to
avoid facing that recognition.

All the pent-up rage the

more controlled characters feel is reflected in his
primal, violent reaction to the intensified gulf he sees
between the confused set of expectations he has inherited
and his true experience.

As an individual character, he

is an outsider trying desperately to become part of a
group.

As a symbol, he is not an outsider at all, but the

embodiment of an insecurity and confusion which will no
longer be hidden or subdued.
In American Literature and the Experience of Vietnam.
Phillip Beidler notes that Carlyle,

"strutting his mean,

ugly anger . . . brings out the dark latencies that in
each of the play's other characters have been for the
moment lying barely submerged." 9

He is a chameleon pro

viding a mirror image or sudden challenge to each charac
ter's worst fears about himself, confronting Roger with
his guilt about being too much an Uncle Tom, providing
Richie with an example of the real results of the kind of
unleashed hedonism he pretends to, and bringing into the
barracks a blatant homosexual proposition which intensi
fies Billy's insecurities about his own manhood.
Carlyle exhibits the same desperate desire to bond
with others that Billy, Richie and Roger do.

Yet he at-
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tempts to do so by pulling them away from the very protec
tions which have allowed them to form a makeshift society
in the barracks and by appealing to their individual
instincts.

He tries to form a new group, first with Roger

and then with Richie, by emphasizing what they have worked
so hard to suppress in the interest of peace.

With no

secure sense of personal identity, he survives by adopting
whatever identity best serves him in a given situation.
Carlyle has no protective bonds with anyone, and his mis
sion is to seek them out.

More than any other character,

he is on the outside looking in, a black soldier without
occupational or social skills who knows very well how
expendable he is; without the sense of being part of some
thing with someone else, he cannot avoid the feeling of
helplessness and disorder— the "burnin' thoughts of understandin'"—

which they all fear, as he reveals in a

drunken tirade in Act Two:
You got it made.
I don't got
it made.
You got a little home here,
got friends, people to talk to.
I got
nothin'.
They don't even wanna give me
a job.
I know it. They are gonna kill
me.
They are gonna send me over there
to get me killed, goddammit.
WHAT'S A
MATTER WITH ALL YOU PEOPLE? . . . . I
got thoughts, man, in my head; alia
time, burnin', burnin' thoughts a under
standing (50)
Carlyle attempts to bond with Roger by emphasizing
black brotherhood, making him feel guilty about abandoning
his roots in order to co-exist with his white bunkmates.
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"C'mon, I think you a Tom you don't drink outa my bottle,w
(19) he warns Roger, whom he finally manages to drag off,
along with Billy, to a whorehouse in Washington, D. C.,
leaving Richie as the odd-man-out.

Carlyle's early at

tempts to bond with Richie by trying to seduce him fail,
for while Richie is fascinated by the proposition, he is
equally frightened of acting upon it, perhaps because
actually doing what he professes to do will make him as
unable to co-exist with the other men as Carlyle is.
Confused as to his sexual identity and ultimately fright
ened of his apparent orientation, Richie seems to have
enlisted in the army at least partly as a means of figur
ing himself out and of testing his ability to maintain a
relationship with other men.

Perhaps, he is searching for

that elusive bond of brotherhood men are expected to have
and attempting to establish it on his own terms, seeing
how far he can go in expressing his true sexual feelings
and still remain part of the group: this would explain his
openness about being gay.

Only in Act Two, after he is

left out of the new group, consisting of Billy, Roger and
Carlyle, does he give up on that brotherhood in anger and
take Carlyle up on his invitation.
The ongoing shifting of allegiances among the young
soldiers, which Carlyle propels with his search for com
panionship, reveals how uncertain those bonds are in the
first place.

There is no longer an archetypal American

soldier, a model to which the recruits can hold themselves
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up, for what kind of racial and sexual identity would he
have, and what would he be fighting for?

Significantly,

it is a battle over the identity that a man ought to
embody which leads to the violent clash in the play.
Billy, still tied to tradition, ultimately has no toler
ance for behavior which defies the sexual and racial iden
tity of the archetypal American man of previous genera
tions.

Carlyle, having had yet another comfort ripped

from him, explodes with fear and rage.
The violence in Streamers springs from a clash be
tween two positions which are based on delusion:

Carlyle

believes that the boys in the barracks have a special
agreement about exchanging sexual favors and wants to be
part of it.

Billy refuses to allow homosexual activity to

take place in what he refers to as his "house.”

Each

character knows that he must win the struggle in order for
his own private reality to continue to exist.

When the

violence finally begins, and Billy, his hand bleeding from
a knife cut inflicted by Carlyle, is faced with the injus
tice of brutality and pain, his moral beliefs quickly
become useless to him:
return the violence.

his driving motivation now is to
It is as if someone very human sud

denly becomes a frightened animal, acting on instinct.
But it is clear that the moral objectivism which seems to
have abandoned him was never more than a weak defense
against his own worst fears.

He now faces the prospect
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that there is no logic in violence and that it may spring
at any time from the most civilized of people:
Do you know what I'm standin' here
doin'? . . . . I'm a twenty-four-year-old
goddamn college graduate— intellectual
goddamn scholar type— and I got a razor
in my hand.
I'm thinkin' about cornin' up
behind one black human being and I'm
thinkin' nigger this and nigger that— I
wanna cut his throat.
THAT IS RIDI
CULOUS.
I NEVER FACED ANYBODY IN MY
LIFE WITH ANYTHING TO KILL THEM. YOU
UNDERSTAND ME? I DON'T HAVE A GODDAMN
THING ON THE LINE HERE! (89)
Billy, like Carlyle, has finally faced the "abyss" which
Philips speaks of.

He throws away the knife, attempting

to regain his identity, but his normal defenses are down,
and he spews out venom against Richie and Carlyle, trying
to establish himself as less of an animal than they are.
The disturbing contradictions in his logic become ap
parent, and his philosophical world crumbles around him as
he fights the collapse.

Stripped of his identity, he

becomes as helpless, frightened and full of rage as
Carlyle is.
It is important to note the similarity between
Billy's attempt to deal with his own death and the subse
quent reaction of Rooney, who is haplessly drawn into the
bloody battle.

Thrust into a new world of clashing delu

sions, Rooney's code of living becomes as useless as
Billy's.

When Carlyle stabs him, Billy tries to pretend

that he is still in control by hiding his wound and
insisting that only his handrhas been injured.

When Rooney
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is stabbed minutes later, the old sergeant reacts in much
the same way, his mind registering only the minor injury
to his hand, not the fatal wound in his belly:
I HURT MY HAND! WHAT ARE YOU
DOING? WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WAIT!
WAIT! . . . . No fair. No fair! (95)
Rooney's death emphasizes his displacement in the contem
porary world.

He is unable to deal with his death because

it defies his expectations of order and justice.

After

all, being killed in a stateside barracks by a fellow U.S.
soldier hardly conforms to Rooney's vision of a warrior's
death.

His life has revolved around the securityof know

ing just who his enemies are, and that security is lost
the moment at which he needs it most.

at

His reaction, like

Billy's, is to deny that the act which doesn't fit into
the operation of his private reality has happened.
Significantly, Rooney stumbles into the violent chaos
as he searches for his old buddy Cokes.

Throughout the

play, Cokes and Rooney have been contrasted with the young
recruits.

They seem held together by an indestructible

bond, a warrior code which they believe in and fight for
without question.

The recruits, on the other hand, defy

the stereotype of soldiers bonded together in strong
friendship and loyalty.

The framework of their private

worlds is so different that any ties they establish with
one another are precarious, artificial.
lack a sense of collective purpose.

The young men

Yet in this new

world, Cokes and Rooney's bond becomes as weak a defense
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against the brutality of life and death as the recruits'
private defenses.

And in the end, Billy and Rooney, their

defenses having abandoned them at the crucial moment, must
face death on exactly the same terms.

It comes as

"unfair,” no matter what philosophical constructs they
choose to surround themselves with, because everybody is
not playing by the same rules anymore.

Or perhaps Rabe's

point is that illusions may get a person through life with
some sense of security, especially if they are shared, but
death is an entirely different matter.

Both Cokes and

Rooney's warrior myth and Billy's private self-deception
lead to violence, and both are exposed as false in the
wake of that violence, providing the dying man with no
adequate means of facing his death.

Death, then, often

precipitated by illusion, becomes the great unmasker, the
destroyer of that which was designed to make it palatable.
Cokes and Rooney repeatedly speak of those who do or
do not get to sing the "Beautiful Streamers” song.
O'Flannegan, the soldier whose story Cokes relates, chal
lenges death by letting go of his parachute in midair for
an instant— and loses.
the sergeants note.

He did not get to "sing the song,”

Death catches O'Flannegan off-guard,

and he becomes the victim of his own practical joke, his
cocky assurance that he could control his own destiny.
the other hand, those people whom the sergeants believe
have the privilege of singing the song, like the Korean

On
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soldier whom Cokes kills with the grenade, are those whose
deaths come as a natural consequence of the roles they had
played in life:

a soldier's death, then, is seen as a

bearable one for a soldier.

But Rabe suggests that there

is no dignity in death no matter how it comes, no matter
whether one has a chance to "sing the song”— to write his
own epitaph— or not.

We are no less horrified at the

Korean soldier's death in battle than at the random blood
bath in the barracks.

The physical experience of it, the

reality of the stinging knife or exploding bomb, erases
any explanations one might have dreamed up for death, any
meaning one might have tried to give to life.
Separated from his buddy, Cokes is as helpless in
facing his own coming death as Rooney is.

Rodney Simard

sees Cokes as the central character in Streamers:

the

failure of his figurative parachute to open illluminates
the fall of the others:
As a collective experience, the play charts
the descents of several characters . . .
But Cokes is the central character in
this play, for he originates the concept
of the streamers, and it is he who is
left at the end of the play, dying of
leukemia and indifferent to his previous
prejudices, facing meaninglessness and
oblivion and singing a nonsense version
of his streamers song which has now lost
all its meaning. 10
A streamer is a parachute that doesn't open, that falls
"like a big icicle” (41) straight above the soldier who
clings to it.

As Simard suggests, ultimately everybody's

figurative parachute— the faith that he clings to, the
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bond he believes in— fails to open in Streamers.

The song

is a plea for salvation that never comes.
While Rooney becomes a symbol of the enervation,
the growing impotence of an old order in a new world of
disorder, Cokes is Rabe's clearest and most poignant sym
bol of man's transition from one age to the next.

Unlike

Rooney, he must live long enough with the reality of his
coming death to ponder the inadequacy of his values in the
face of it.

We see Cokes alone for the first time at the

end of Act Two, and we know he will remain alone for good.
Cokes, dying of leukemia and unable to figure out why, is
helpless without Rooney.

His world of escape has been

destroyed, though he doesn't know it yet.

We are shown

here that Cokes has the same "burnin' thoughts of under
standing" that Carlyle spoke of, must live day to day with
(

the same fears and doubts:
I still know what's goin' on, though.
Never no worry about that.
I always
know what's goin' on.
I always know.
Don't matter what I drink or how much I
drink.
I always still know what's goin'
on (104-105).
But his bond with Rooney— with all the soldiers of his
generation— was something of a salvation from those fears,
not a complete one, but one of strength and order, better
than anything the young soldiers have.
When Cokes enters, he begins telling the story of his
latest adventure with Rooney, explaining that they had
been playing hide and seek but had lost one another.

When
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he runs out of things to say, he sits down to wait for his
pal.

But when he sees Richie crying, he is surprisingly

sympathetic and begins to muse about his own troubles.
When Cokes is with Rooney, caught up in the magic of

their

special bond, he manages to smother his private fears and
find explanations for things, but as he sits there in the
barracks, with only himself to turn to, he suddenly has no
protection against the thoughts which are haunting him,
thoughts that the world is not as black and white as

it

once was, and certainly not as fair:
Boy, I tell you it's a real strange
thing the way havin' leukemia gives you
a lotta funny thoughts about things.
Two months ago— or maybe even yesterday—
I'da called a boy who was a queer a
lotta awful names.
But now I just wanna
be figurin' things out (107).
Cokes goes on to recount the story of the Korean soldier
he had killed, but this time, it is a confused story of
two sad clowns with little sense of what they are doing or
why, enacting a deadly farce, two sad clowns who are no
more essentially different than Goose and Bingo, the
"enemy" killed in Goose and Tomtom:
Oh, how'm I ever gonna forget it?
That
funny little guy.
I'm runnin' along, he
pops up outa that hole.
I'm never gonna
forget him— How'm I ever gonna forget
him? I see him dive, goddamn bullet
hits me in the side, I'm midair, every
thing's turnin' around.
I go over the
edge of this ditch and I'm crawlin' real
fast.
I lost my rifle.
Can't find it.
Then I come up behind him.
He's half
out of the hole.
I bang him on top of
his head, stuff him back into the hole
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with a grenade for company. Then I'm
sittin' on the lid and it's made outa
steel.
I can feel him in there, though,
bangin' and yellin' under me, and his
yelling I can hear is begging for me
to let him out.
It was like a goddamn
Charlie Chaplin movie, everybody
failin' down and clumsy, and him in
there yellin' and bangin' away, and
I'm just sittin' there lookin' around
And he was Charlie Chaplin.
I don't
know who I was. And then he blew
up (108) .
As Cokes struggles to understand what it all means— the
leukemia, the Korean in the spider hole, and his newlydiscovered need to be "figurin' things out," he repeatedly
turns to thoughts of his companion, whom he cannot find
now and never will again.

"Ohh, Rooney, Rooney," he cries

at one point, and later, "Maybe I'll just get a little
shut-eye sittin' here while I'm waitin' for ole Rooney.
We figure it out.

All of it" (108).

Cokes, once part of

a thriving cult which offered him identity and the illu
sion of control over his situation, is now left standing
alone, without the comfort of a companion who shares his
goals with him, or a code by which to justify his life.
Cokes, who has always known before what he was, now shares
the same fear and lack of direction which characterize the
young soldiers, and he is unequipped to handle it.

His

final song, which "begins with an angry, mocking energy
that slowly becomes a dream, a lullaby, a farewell, a
lament" (109), is more than an expression of grief for the
death of an enemy who can no longer be called an enemy and
whose killing cannot be rationalized.

Just as Rabe's
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plays progress from an angry lashing out at a code of
living which has betrayed its followers to a sympathetic
look at the loss of something which provided such comfort
to them once, Cokes' song begins with anger over the ulti
mate failure of his life-long beliefs to save him in his
present situation and ends as an epitaph to that same code
which had once seemed to serve him so well.
Our impulse is to pity Cokes, and he is certainly in
a pitiful state.

Yet his recognition of his situation,

his self-questioning, seems a necessary development.
Drunk as he is, his final comments are the most sober in
the play.

He shows us that the loss of illusion can pro

duce something other than violence.

In Cokes as an indi

vidual we find not only fear and confusion, but also a
tenderness, an empathy for others that he did not exhibit,
could not allow himself to feel, when accompanied by
Rooney.

When injustice and brutality cannot be explained

anymore, they become unbearable.

As Cokes points out, if

the Korean were in the spider hole now, he would let him
out (108).

Seen in this light, the recognition which

haunts the characters who remain at the end of Streamers
is as positive a step as it is a sad and painful one.
Craig Werner addresses Rabe's use of language in
conveying the alienation of characters living in their own
private worlds in "Primal Screams and Nonsense Rhymes:
David Rabe's Revolt."

Werner argues that "no two charac-
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ters . . . use words in exactly the same way and no two
really communicate at any point." 11

Werner sees Cokes'

song, which eliminates spoken language altogether, as an
attempt at social communication which is more optimistic
than the primal scream of recognition at the end of Pavlo
Hummel or the victory of delusion in Sticks and Bones:
Cokes recognizes that he has been
responsible for casting the Korean into
O'Flannagan's horrifying situation,
isolated from all hope of human contact.
He attempts to establish human contact
through a language which recognizes both
the metaphorical and concrete levels of
experience (metaphysical freefall linked
to physical death) and which is genera
ted not by concentrating on the self,
but by recognizing the plight of an
"other." Cokes recasts the song in
"a makeshift language imitating Korean"
(p. 109). The nonsense syllables which
follow are perhaps the only sound of
human sympathy in the play (528).
Certainly, Cokes has reached an understanding of the human
condition that he can no longer turn his back on.

His

illusionary world has temporarily left him, and without
Rooney, it will likely leave him permanently.

Philips

notes that Cokes has "learned that the world is nothing
but a vast charnal house and has found brotherhood in
death" (116).

More specifically, Cokes has found brother

hood in life and death, but what he finds in death is more
significant.

This is surely not the first time Cokes has

felt a connection to an enemy soldier, but that connec
tion, like his connection with Rooney, was based on their
both being soldiers, their dealing with life in the same
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way with the same rules.

His final song suggests a con

nection based on loss and grief, on the realities we all
share, not the illusions.

And that is at the heart of the

difference between male bonding as Rabe has presented it
and true human empathy.
Rabe is hardly a judgmental playwright.

He suggests

that men do what they must to survive, and Cokes and
Rooney, the veterans of many battles, are no exception.
Audiences may initially tend to identify with the young
recruits in Streamers and to laugh at the old sergeants.
But by the end, their sympathy is with everybody, and they
cannot laugh anymore.

Because everybody is after the same

thing— to define what they are in the world, and to feel
that, whatever they are, they are not alone.

Wanting to

hold onto someone, to share one's situation, whether he is
/
convinced that the goals and rituals of his life have
meaning or facing the prospect that they mean nothing, is
the primary motiviation of each of Rabe's characters.

The

sergeants manage to hold on to that sense of brotherhood
for most of their lives.

The recruits find out early in

their lives that what they thought was salvation was
nothing:
place.

they had no streamers to hold onto in the first
Rabe shows us that neither the complacent life of

the sergeants nor the existential frustration of the re
cruits is something we can live with.

The recruits repre

sent a generation which is faced with a difficult transi
tion and is so far unable to make that transition
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together.

The traditional male bond that Cokes and Rooney

share is not something that the recruits can know, and to
turn back in an attempt to cling to it, or any of the
other philosophical bonds which ring false in contemporary
society, would not solve their problems.

In fact, seeking

satisfaction in the male mythology which has characterized
former generations impedes progress toward the establish
ment of workable relationships compatible with changing
concepts of masculinity.
Kolin suggests that the phallic symbols in Streamers
— liquor bottles, knives, stakes, unopened parachutes [and,
one might add, snakes]— are "stage metaphors of an ignoble
manhood"

(63).

Certainly, they point to the utter des

tructiveness Rabe has witnessed residing in the diehard
assumptions about masculinity which we have allowed to
lead us.

Those symbols which do not represent violence

against others are clearly self-destructive weapons.

The

concept of manhood they represent both destroys and intox
icates, and the two sergeants are presented as both perpe
trators and victims of its violence.
On the other hand, a clash of the shaky, private,
delusionary worlds which the recruits inhabit is what
leads to their destruction.

As the generation they repre

sent, we must, Rabe suggests, find a common faith which
rings true in a new world, a bond that we can share which
addresses the realities we have become aware of and must
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deal with.

If we are able to find that new identity to

gether— and Rabe seems not totally confident that we will—
then there is hope that the future will be better than
the past.

Ill
At first glance, the confused soldiers of Streamers
and the fast-talking Hollywood agents of Hurlvburlv would
appear to have nothing in common.

The glitzy pop culture

of the Hollywood Hills is far removed from the stark West
Virginia barracks.

But the content of Hurlvburlv is a

further extension of Rabe's early concerns— those themes of
survival in a world of confused expectations and values, of
the pull between existential recognition and protective
illusion.

And the most surprising parallels are between

the nature and desires of the primary characters in the two
plays, whose only obvious connection is that they are all
American men.
in Rabe's work.

Of course, that connection means everything
Hurlvburlv deals with the same male cult

that Streamers does, but the focus of his examination is
very different.

Streamers looked at men and war;

Hurlvburlv looks at men and women, at men trying to cope in
post-Vietnam civilian life.
Hurlvburlv presents us with Rabe's clearest example of
a conscious, struggling man caught between two worlds, one
of which is familiar and once served as a comfort but is
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clearly false and obsolete, the other of which is a fright
ening barrage of tenous relationships and confusing philo
sophies, none of which seems to explain anything or provide
contentment.

Eddie is a modern Everyman, aware of the

absurdity of life and the apparent meaninglessness of the
traditional beliefs he grew up with, but frightened by the
implications of that awareness, searching desperately for
some thread of coherence, some meaning to attach to himself
and his world.
The Hollywood Hills apartment, "surrounded by wild
vegetation," serves as a retreat from the changing and
chaotic world that Eddie and the other men encounter out
side.

It is a place where they know something of what to

expect, know who they are supposed to be, and feel that
they are not alone.

Traditional male bonding is a strong

element of this retreat.
One is struck by the familiar Rabean portrait of a
male cult which thrives on a reversion to infantilism.
Hurlvburly. which Rabe has dubbed his "guy's play," 12
features a group of men in the celluloid playground of the
Hollywood Hills, frightened away from the complexities and
pain of dealing with adult life and seeking refuge in a
drug-filled haven of adolescent concerns and attachments.
Rabe speaks of men lost in a second adolescence:
Adolescence is strange enough the first
time, and when you're still living a
certain way and attempting a certain
value system when you're in your 30's or
older, there's something amiss . . . .
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You're frozen in a certain way and it
begins to take its toll.
It's like
suspended animation.
It's a kind of
ossification or rigidity that takes over
and will ultimately be lifeless.
The
play is about those patterns. 13
In his Afterword to Hurlvburlv. Rabe discusses what
inspired the play.

According to Rabe, the

out ofhis observations about

play grew first

the adjustment of men to

the

effects of the feminist movement and developed into a kind
of Jungian psychological study of the battle between the
rational ego and the unconscious.

As Hertzbach has pointed

out, one must walk into a Rabe play with a good understand
ing, preferably a first-hand knowledge, of the period he
deals with:

this is especially true of Hurlvburlv.

While

we are inundated with the pop-psychology of contemporary
America in the play, no mention is made of the women's
movement or its results (unless the breakdown of marriages
is to be linked with changes in expectations between men
and women).

Yet it is clearly a powerful force in the

lives of these characters, in the obvious identity crisis
facing Eddie and his companions.

The very fact that the

men still act the way that they do toward women— and in
fact often show a violent resentment against them— in a
time in which sexual stereotypes are rapidly breaking down,
implies that they are unable to take the step into social
maturity which such a new environment demands, either be
cause it is difficult or because they do not know what is
expected of them.

These characters live in a country which
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is painfully making a transition from sexual adolescence to
sexual maturity, and they aren't quite ready to grow up
with it.

Rabe says it best himself, explaining that

Hurlvburly reflects
. . . my observations of the
prices some men were paying from within
their varied armored and defended
stances— the current disorientation and
accompanying anger many feel at having
been flung out from the haven of their
sexual and marital contexts and precon
ceptions . Whether they were right or
wrong was not at all my concern, but the
fact that they had been raised in a
certain manner with certain obligations,
duties and expectations (all defined as
natural) which, though they led to pri
vilege in the social order, carried with
them certain hidden but equally inevita
ble effects of personal and emotional
self-distortion, a crippling.
Around
me, and within myself, I felt I saw the
wild reactions of creatures who had
recently been given the good news that
they had brutalized large portions of
themselves for a disreputable cause, and
now, if only they would quickly change,
they could find fulfillment.
The men of Hurlvburlv clearly feel the loss and confusion
that Rabe describes here, and as their resentment is large
ly against women, they naturally turn to other men for a
sense of support and belonging and, most importantly, for a
validation of their feelings.
Hurlvburlv is a risky play because it is so easily
simplified or misinterpreted:

it is so tempting to iden

tify Eddie with Rabe and to try to see him as some kind of
tragic hero, or to assume that Rabe means to present the
women in the play as typical.

Perhaps the fact that cri-
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tics are so uncomfortable with these characters explains
why no scholarship yet exists about the play.

In How Men

Feel. Anthony Astrachan effectively dismisses the play,
noting that Hurlvburlv "speaks a new language and even
reenacts the struggle between men and women, but it hardly
shows a rising consciousness.

The men treat the women

onstage entirely as sex objects, and the women are so
willing to be treated that way that I can't even say the
play shows male hostility to change, only to women." 15
But Hurlvburlv really doesn't "reenact the struggle be
tween men and women" and doesn't intend to, though the
presence of that struggle somewhere in the jungle outside
Eddie and Mickey's apartment certainly sets the stage for
what it does enact.

There is no noteworthy struggle be

tween the male and female characters of the play.
Darlene, Bonnie and Donna are allowed into this male haven
precisely because they fit in so nicely there, because
they do not make themselves part of the struggle.

They

are hardly intended to be representative of all contempor
ary women.

And while no specific mention is made of the

women's movement in the play, the men's unusual hostility
toward women, their complete absorption into the traditi
onal male world and inability to relate to women on a more
mature level than that presented in the play, must be a
reaction to something.

After all, 1980's America is not

the world of Goose and Tomtom:

these characters are on

the edge of despair, and they are acting out extremes.
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The major dramatic focus of the play is the relationship
between Eddie, a Hollywood casting agent on a constant
cocaine high, and his old friend Phil, a violent, unpre
dictable ex-convict and bit actor who has a problem with
battering women.

Eddie's struggle for identity is at the

center of the drama, while Phil serves much the same func
tion that Carlyle does in Streamers, though he is a far
more developed character in his own right.
A complex relationship emerges between the options
Eddie faces in his psychological struggle and the possibi
lities which exist for him in terms of friendship.

The

extreme rationalism of Mickey, the cynical self-protector,
does not allow for the kind of idealized bond that Eddie
and Phil have managed to maintain, at least some of the
time.

Eddie and Phil's relationship is modeled on a kind

of mythical or heroic friendship which requires a faith in
real love which Mickey cannot allow himself to feel.
Phil's sensitivity, his emotional neediness, encourages
such bonding, though that same emotional sensitivity
causes him to react violently to his displacement in the
contemporary world.

He is a volatile human time bomb,

waiting to explode, as dangerous to Eddie's security as he
is ironically in some way necessary to it.

The best way

to focus a discussion of the play on the role of male
bonding is first to outline the basis of Eddie and Phil's
friendship, the supports and threats to its existence, and
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then to examine how Eddie's psychological struggle relates
to that friendship.

Finally, a discussion of how male

bonding influences the male characters' treatment of women
reveals how this play broadens Rabe's developing message
about the roots and results of male friendship.
While all the men in the play share certain character
traits and need one another in a certain way, Rabe empha
sizes the fundamental differences between Phil's and
Mickey's bases for friendship with Eddie.

While Phil and

Mickey have come to the same conclusions about their ina
bility to control what goes on around them, Mickey is able
to handle it by mocking any serious attempt to inject
meaning into life and especially by drawing others into
that cynicism.

Phil desperately needs to believe that, if

nothing else has meaning, at least his relationships do,
his marriage and his friendship with Eddie.

111 want your

respect,”16 he tells Eddie during a significant exchange
in which Phil asks for Eddie's advice.

What Phil really

wants from Eddie is approval, assurance that their friend
ship will survive Phil's intention to make a deeper com
mitment to his family.
ponsibility,

A baby, the ultimate family res

is frightening for Phil, but he is desperate

enough to take the leap.

As it is, Phil has been dividing

his loyalties between his wife and the irresponsible,
adolescent world of Eddie and Mickey, with which a mature
marriage could not co-exist.

After Eddie has given him

some fairly sound advice, Phil still isn't satisfied.

He
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is afraid the decision he has already made— to have a
child in order to hold on to his wife— endangers their
friendship, and unless that friendship could be modified,
he is probably right:
I come for advice and you're off on some
other totally unrelated tangent . . . .
Is this friendship, Eddie? Tell me! . . .
dark thoughts and everything included, this is
our friendship.
Pay attention to it, it's
slipping by . . . . I mean, if I do something you
consider foolhardy, you won't just dismiss my
feelings and my effort and the fact that I came
to you. (69)
The friendship really is slipping by because the basis of
it does not allow for the maturity required for Phil's
marriage to work.

Eddie and Phil are at their best, as

friends, when they have banded together against the rest
of the world— to rant at the television set or, as in the
opening scene, at Phil's wife and at women in general.
is a game, but a game they depend on for survival.

It

Phil

is unable to relate to his wife without beating her up:
Eddie, then, is his only "friend.”
with Darlene is devoid of love:
admits to loving is Phil.

Eddie's relationship

the only person he ever

Yet it is precisely the rules

which define their escapist bond with one another which
prevent them from maintaining other satisfying relation
ships.
What Eddie and Phil reach for in their relationship
is a kind of mythical male bond, based on love and
respect, which supercedes all other ties.

The problem is

that both men, especially Phil, want and need other ties
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and subconsciously desire to free themselves from the
limitations of that regressive bond.

In "Gilgamesh and

the Sundance Kid," Dorothy Hammond and Alta Jablow trace a
myth of male friendship present in literature from early
epics to modern pop culture.

The myth "idealizes men's

capacities for loyalty, devotion and self-sacrifice" and
"totally excludes women and the domestic sphere." 17 This
myth, they write, has always provided a wish fulfillment
for men who feel pressed upon by the responsibilities and
frustrations of their societies, ancient and modern, and
which has continued to serve, despite its irrelevance to
modern life, as a "charter for the values of male friend
ship" (258).

Though Eddie and Phil can hardly live the

life of mythical heroes, somehow their faith in the values
of such friendship, their belief that their relationship
is representative of them, does serve as an escape from
their problems, though a decidedly unhealthy one, as it
inhibits real growth.

Confined in white collar jobs in

which they lack pride and self-respect, the men, especial
ly Phil, seek to fulfill the myth in very concrete, physi
cal ways— through sex, drinking and fighting.

They can't

go on real adventures with each other, so they play games
on a small scale, expressing their devotion by playfully
chasing one another about the room and showing physical
affection within strictly heterosexual bounds.

Hammond and

Jablow note that the traditional myth of friendship is
dependant upon the traditional stereotype of men as domi
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nant, violent, and exploitive of women, and that it "exag
gerates male aggressiveness and the value placed on
combat.

The heroes are always fighters and the setting

always antagonistic"

(257).

They go on to outline the

negative effect this has on the reality of men's lives:
In the narratives, the behavior of the
heroes is often socially irresponsible,
so centered are they on each other, ego
and alter ego. Wives, children, kin,
society at large, and even the gods are
disregarded.
Ordinary life is tame and
dull compared to the high-pitched
quality of their adventurous careers.
The image is thus implausibly youth
ful, and, literally, the heroes die
young, obviating any need to come to
terms with maturity.
Such an image is
wholly antithetical to the realities of
society where men must meet the respon, sibilities of ongoing life. No matter
how preposterously distorted, the
myth is legitimized in the beautiful
name of friendship. (257)
In fact, life in Eddie and Mickey's apartment could be
termed "implausibly youthful," and we sense that it will
not last long.

Phil, who is unable to make the transition

back into the adult world of a marital relationship, actu
ally kills himself rather than continue to live such a
false and pathetic existence, an existence which finally
delivers nothing of what it promises.
divorced,

The others— all

unsettled or disconnected— must either

successful return to the outside world or

end up

make a
destroy

ing themselves as well.
Eddie and Phil's friendship is in stark contrast to
Eddie and Mickey's relationship.

Eddie becomes a kind of
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prize in a tug of war between the two.

Mickey, who wants

someone to share his hopeless, valueless perspective on
life, mocks Eddie and Phil's deep bond with one another:
Could this be destiny in fact at work,
Artie, and are witnessing it?— the pat
tern in therandomness, that we see it:
man without a home, careless weights;
broken vibrator, disappointed broad.
And from this apparent mess, two guys
fall in love. (89)
After Phil dies, Eddie berates Mickey for his flippant
attitude:

"What'd you ever do but mock him and put him

down? . . . And you never loved him either” (151).

This

is an accurate statement but an ironic one because Eddie
had at times displayed that same attitude toward Phil,
especially when his relationship with others was threat
ened because of Phil.

Now he has lost his friend altoge

ther andchallenges Mickey to
Eddie:

fill the void:

You don't have any feelings at
all.

Mickey: I don't have your feelings,
Eddie; that's all.
I have my
own. They get me by.
Eddie:

So what kind of friendship is this?

Mickey: Adequate.

Goodnight.

(152)

The traditional male bond, based on outdated values, is
destructive, but it is still better than what waits to
replace it.

Caught in the middle, Eddie finally reveals

that his allegiance to Phil was more satisfying than his
occasional movement into Mickey's nihilistic corner.
the former bond was doomed to destruction.

But
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Eddie's friendship with Phil is his connection to a
past in which male bonds took precedence— at least in
theory— over all other relationships and helped to place
men in in a powerful social station.

But the feeling of

control that accompanied that identity is clearly in the
past.

Phil himself, like Cokes and Rooney, is in many

ways a relic of the past, as one incident, in which he
makes a clumsy attempt at picking up a woman with a
sleazy, outdated line and a broken vibrator, clearly illu
strates.

He is aware of his displacement, admitting that

he is "out of touch"

(85) but still doesn't understand

what he's doing wrong.

"Styles have changed," he says,

and then, once again refusing to consider women as people,
shifts the blame for his failure away from himself: "Did
you see the look of disgust on that bimbo's excuse for a
face?

It was humiliating"

(85).

In his present state,

Phil, like Carlyle, is the embodiment of a primal rage, a
frenzied reaction against that feeling of helplessness
which Rabe sees modern men as experiencing in the wake of
what they see as a full-scale societal betrayal of the
traditional codes which had just recently granted them a
secure sense of their own power.

Eddie is aware that Phil

is a force of violence and disorder who clearly cannot
function in the contemporary world.

Any comfort Eddie

seeks in his friendship with Phil must be balanced by that
realization.

The traditional male bond exists successful

ly only in a simple world where primitive assumptions
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(like the inferiority of women) are not questioned, and
Eddie lives beyond that world, in an atmosphere of intense
questioning, in which rational explanations are demanded
for everything.
The character of Phil takes on a further dimension:
the security Eddie searches for in his friendship with
Phil can't exist because Phil doesn't fit in anymore,
reacting to his displacement with a primal rage which
threatens Eddie's precarious sense of control over his own
situation.

Eddie's attraction to Phil leads him to a

recognition of that primal rage in himself, a recognition
that is so strong that it is impossible to hide from.

If

he cannot channel it or control it, it will destroy him as
it destroys Phil.
Rabe relates Eddie's position, his pull toward both
the protective cynicism of Mickey and the primal rage of
Phil to Jung's idea of the union of opposites.

He offers

a quote by Jungian psychologist Edward F. Edinger, who
explains that the "King," a symbol of the Self, who is the
central authority, identifies himself with the "least,"
which is "the side of the psyche which is diseased, patho
logical, neurotic," and is "confined and punished for some
transgression of collective rules and behavior."

Edinger

concludes that "acceptance of the shadow and compassion
for the inferior man are equivalent to acceptance of the
Self."18

Rabe goes on to explain that Jung believed that
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if the shadow is completely recognized, the individual can
no longer turn to cynicism to mask it (165-66).

There

fore, once Eddie no longer feels in control of Phil or the
emotions of disorder that seem to spring from Phil, he can
never slip back into the shallow illusion of control which
Mickey manages to maintain.

He knows that Phil is part of

him, a violent, primal part which he tries to control, but
which has an energy he wants to understand and channel.
He respects Phil, even while he recognizes the dangers he
embodies, and despite the fact that he must occasionally
crush him in order to stay in control.

"Phil, listen to

me," he says in Act Two, "you're a rare fuckin' human
being.

Underneath it all, you got this goddamn potential,

this unbelievable potential.
channel it" (125).

You really do; you could

Eddie may be frightened of what he

sees in Phil, but he is equally frightened of losing it,
and this is a reasonable reaction.

Eddie will never be

able to grow up and deal with a changing world unless he
can recognize his rage and frustration at the loss of the
old one and channel it into some kind of constructive
development.
The effect that traditional male bonding has on men's
treatment of women is a central theme in Hurlvburlv.
Treatment of women as pawns and sex objects, along with a
general mistrust of women as creatures incapable of honor,
loyalty and friendship, is a trait shared by all of the
men in the play and serves as a basis for their banding
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together in their male fortress.

From the first scene of

the play, a shared misogyny is the element which is able
to throw the men into a collective escapism which is
almost narcotic in its power.

What seems to connect them

most is a kind of grief and anger for something they have
lost— the feeling of being in control of their lives, of
having a certain identity as men who share the power and
mutual respect inherent in being men.

To compensate, they

adopt a hypermasculinity which intensifies the traditional
male show of power and presumed superiority over women.
Words which appear frequently in Hurlvburlv in male refer
ences to women are "bitch,” "whore,” "deceitful," "piece
of ass," "pet," "bimbo," "ghoul" and "snake," among
others.

The men find comfort in their ability to trivial

ize women because it heightens the perceieved sense of
self-importance which their traditional masculine code
offers them.
A common trick the men employ is to twist an incident
in which a man victimizes a woman into a scenario in which
the man becomes the victim and the woman the victimizer.
Admittedly, there is often a playful quality to these
exchanges, but real resentment obviously lurks underneath.
For example, in the opening scene of the play, Phil ar
rives at the apartment after having beaten his wife,
Susie, in a drunken rage because he perceived her as not
giving him the respect he expected from her.

Once Eddie
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is assured that Susie hasn't been killed, she becomes an
instant target, especially when he finds she has insulted
him:
Phil:

I don't know.
thinks.

I don't think she

Eddie:

. . . . None of them think.
don't know what they do.

Phil:

They don't think.

I

Eddie: They calculate.
They manipulate
. . . They're all nuts.
Phil:

I pity

them, I fuckin' pity them.

(18)

Eddie proceeds to devise a "scientific" theory about how
all women hate men, mostly tongue-in-cheek, but not far
from his real fears.

A similar situation emerges in Act

Two:when paranoid Phil throws

Bonnie out of her own

moving car, Eddie has no sympathy for the woman, who is
supposed to be his friend.

His bond with Phil is much too

important to him to allow him to see Phil as the brute
that he often is:
Eddie:

. . . . Will you get off your
high horse about Phil, all
right? So he took your car
so what.
He'll bring it back.

Bonnie: He didn't just take my
car, Eddie; HE THREW ME OUT OF
IT.
Eddie:

(Trying to shrug the whole thing off):
So what?

Bonnie: Eddie, it was moving!
Eddie:

He slowed it down.

Eddie is similarly nonchalant when Phil punches Donna
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because she is interested in football, a male domain Phil
judges as off-limits to her, and drives her from the apart
ment.

One of the most disturbing passages in the play

occurs when Eddie, in the wake of Phil's death, lashes out
with anger at women, calling them destroyers.

He manages

to blame Phil's widow, who was in the process of divorcing
him, for his death:
I tried to warn him, you know.
She was
a snake.
And I tried to tell him, you
know, she was out to absolutely under
mine the little faith he had in himself.
I saw it coming; she hadda see it com
ing.
I mean, for all his toughness, he
was made out of thin air, he was a pane
of glass, and if you went near him, you
knew it. (149).
A page later, Eddie calls women "fuckin' ghouls" who "eat
our hearts out" (150).

It seems that Rabe is shooting for

more here than to paint a portrait of men reacting to
changes in contemporary society.

He is attempting as well

to psychoanalyze the traditional male compulsion to op
press and trivialize women.

If these men are reverting to

an old-fashioned standard of masculinity and intensifying
that standard out of fear that they are losing their iden
tity, then their treatment of women is only an extreme
example of that traditional behavior.
Rabe speculates that women, because of their lack of
social station and political power, are more in touch with
feelings of powerlessness than men are and these feelings
are a threat to men who are accustomed to suppressing them
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(167).

The women are less threatened by this non-rational

energy because they have so little power to protect.
According to this analysis, the women would bring out the
same fears in the men that Phil brings out in Eddie.

But

despite Rabe's observation that women, who lack power, are
more in touch with feelings of insecurity than men are,
the real fear the men in Hurlyburly have of women seems
not due to the presence of those feelings, but rather to
women's particular talent for dealing with them.

In a

1987 interview, Rabe talks about the male concept of power
and self-control:
Men in groups are everything in our
society . . . . There's business.
Armies are men, sports.
Even the IranContra thing is a product of men in
groups.
There's something about
verifying masculinity by proving
yourself, finding your place in the
world.
It's a matter of toughness,
taking punishment without crying.
That's what it comes down to.
The idea that women have developed the capacity to
deal with powerlessness provides an explanation for male
resentment and even jealousy toward women, especially in a
time when men are facing the "desperation," as Rabe's
characters refer to it, of having their identities uproot
ed, their "entire thing collapse,"

(111) as Eddie puts it.

They face the prospect of having to share power that was
traditionally assumed to be theirs.

What they need now—

the power to deal with feelings of displacement and rage—
is the one thing women have that they don't have.

The men
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don't even consider that they could learn from women,
viewing their situation so exclusively as a male problem.
Bonnie points all this out very clearly to Eddie, who
fails however to listen.

It is the only time in the play

when we see a woman forcefully demanding her right to be
respected as a human being:
See, because I am a form of human being
just like any other, get it! And you
wanna try holding onto things on the
basis of your fingernails, give me a
call.
So desperation, believe it or
not, is within my areas of expertise,
you understand? I am a person whose
entire life with a child to support
depends on her tits and this balloon and
the capabilities of her physical grace
and imaginary inventiveness . . . . So
that's my point about desperation, and I
can give you references, just in case
you never thought of it, you know; and
just thought I was over here— some
mindless twat over here with blonde hair
and big eyes.
(Ill)
The fact that Eddie replies to this speech not by acknow
ledging her point but by commenting that "I hadn't noticed
your hair or your eyes” (111), says much about the
destructive distance which has developed between the men
and women of Hurlvburlv.

Men have traditionally used

women to "symbolize our power, to validate our masculin
ity,” Austrachan points out (29), and to recognize women
as peers would be to give them up as objects in men's
\

relationships with other men.

None of the men in

Hurlvburlv is ready to accept women as peers, and none of
the women, not even Bonnie, is truly fighting for such
acceptance.

Their world is set apart from the reality of
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cultural changes taking place just outside the door, cult
ural changes which make a modification of male/female and
male relationships imperative.
Rabe points out that there is some of the character
of Eddie in him, and the rage that he speaks of in rela
tion to Eddie must include a frustration about new stan
dards of masculinity:
Someone like Eddie is trying to make
sure he isn't what he used to be-— an
extreme idealist. He's making a dark
version of that. That rage he's holding
is very destructive.
The way he dis
guises it, the machinations— all in the
service of hiding his rage.
I would
never show up at anybody's house and
behave like Eddie does.
It's more of an
inner struggle than that; Eddie is the
hub, the center line of a struggle I
have. 20
Rabe notes that ”Eddie, through the death of Phil, was
saved from being Mickey” (168), meaning that Eddie can no
longer slip into comfortable passivity, suppressing the
confusion and anger he feels as a result of his displace
ment so thoroughly that he can maintain the illusion of
protection from those feelings.

Eddie has gone through

much the same process of loss and recognition that Cokes
does.

His loss of Phil resembles Cokes' loss of Rooney

and the world of masculine identity and bonding that went
with it.

But it also acts as a catalyst to bring his most

essential struggle clearly and forever out into the open.
It marks the birth of a recognition which he can no longer
escape, a recognition which is symbolically more meaning-
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flll in a character like the young, intelligent Eddie than
it was in the old and dying Cokes.

Eddie has lost his

friend but has retained an awareness of the rage which he
symbolized and is forced to deal with that rage in him
self.

Rabe shows us Eddie just beyond the point of epi

phany, left alone with Donna, "trying to get himself under
control"

(159) but fearfully admitting that "I don't know

if I'm ever going to sleep ever again.
forever" (160) .

I might stay awake

No drug can numb his despair now, no

cynical stance or rationalization can hide his emptiness.
And that is where Rabe leaves us— bereft of solutions and,
indeed, with the disturbing thought that asking those most
difficult questions about who we are and why we are here
may only be an exercise in self-defeat.
That is certainly Gerald Weales' impression of the play:
If Rabe were the political playwright he
is sometimes taken to be, he would use
his situation to point out possible
escape routes for his characters and for
society.
His business is diagnostic,
not curative.
Hurlvburlv is another
instance— if an often funny one— of
Rabe's dim view of human possibility.
At the end of the play, Donna settles on
the couch, her head on Eddie's shoulder,
and prepares to sleep.
It is an image
that another play might use in a posi
tive way, but there is no replenishment
in her, "Pleasant dreams." Eddie regis
ters her words and stares off into space
in a final, almost soft moment that has
no more comfort in it than the happy
music at the end of Rabe's Sticks and
Bones or the singing of "Beautiful
Streamers" in mock Korean at the end of
Streamers. 21
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One could argue with Weales' assumption that Rabe's view
of human possibility is necessarily dim, even if his char
acters make no progress in the course of the play.

As in

Streamers, there seems hope here in the simple fact of
recognition:

Rabe does not speculate on how his charact

ers will ultimately deal with that recognition.

No songs

are sung in Hurlvburlv. but we hear Eddie tell of one, and
one cannot help but be reminded of Cokes' poignant fare
well.

When Donna asks Eddie if Phil's funeral were sad,

he first recounts the events of the day with detachment.
But suddenly, the grief hits him, and he goes on to des
cribe the experience which had moved him, one which, like
Cokes' song, has nothing to do with words:
There we was in the church we were all
like a bunch of dogs. This guy would
sing with his beautiful voice.
He had
this beautiful high voice. All alone.
No organ or anything. Just his voice.
And we would all start to cry. The
priest could say anything, a lot of nice
things; sad things. Nothin'. But then
this guy from way in the back of the
church would sing, and you couldn't hear
the words even, just this high, beauti
ful, sad sound, this human sound, and we
would all start to cry along with him.
(159)
Again, grief for something lost and fear of the present
predicament are the only non-illusionary connections
Rabe's characters share.

And Rabe attempts, in both

Streamers and Hurlvburlv. to pull the audience into these
moments of collective empathy, for by this time, if his
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play has been successful, we feel the losses as sharply as
his characters do.

IV
Phil's suicide note, which Eddie wants so desperately
to decipher, means exactly what it plainly says, something
unusual in the world of Hurlvburlv.

"The guy who dies in

an accident understands the nature of destiny,” it reads.
Phil has become a symbol of the desperation that all of
the characters in Hurlvburlv face, the desperation that
they constantly try to mask with their endless chatter and
easy solutions.

They continually search for contentment

and continually fail to find it.

In -Act One, Phil tells

Eddie how he feels:
I am going round the bend several times a
day now, and so far I been on the other
side to meet me, but one a these days it
might be one time too many, and who
knows who might be there waitin'? . . .
I'm a person, Eddie . . . who needs
like a big-dot-thing, you know— this
big-dot-thing around which I can
just hang and blab my thoughts and more
or less formulate everything as I go,
myself included. (71)
In the course of the play, we see that everything that has
served as a "big-dot-thing” to Phil— his marriage, his
friendship with Eddie, his entire value system— is col
lapsing.

Phil goes around the bend one more time, and

there is finally no one or nothing there to meet him.

He

comes to understand that there is no security in life, no
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one thing that a person can lock himself into that will
last, that will smother fear.

So he kills himself and

leaves the note as a statement of what he has learned.
Phil's suicide note could easily be a thesis state
ment for all of Rabe's plays.

Death— and consequently,

life— is always an accident in Rabe's creations.

Like

Eddie, Rabe always finds himself at a standstill in his
search for solutions to dealing with an honest awareness
of the human situation, which is that any meaning which
might exist in our lives can never apparently be under
stood by us.

The nature of destiny is that it cannot be

controlled because it is not really destiny, at least not
in terms we can understand:

it is accident.

No dignity,

no salvation from this unsettling state of affairs, is
offered to Rabe's characters.

Any attempt to understand

or take control over one's life— from O'Flannegan's brave
challenge of death to the protective illusions of power
and identity which dominate the lives of all of Rabe's
characters— ultimately ends in failure, or is at least
exposed as false and easily snatched away.
The primitive male bond, which men have for so long
been indoctrinated to believe is natural, meaningful, even
somehow sacred, is shown by Rabe to be equally subject to
such destruction.

This bond, along with the sense of

comfort, power and identity which it provides men, is
Rabe's most dominant and perhaps most fascinating example
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of an illusion that is so attractive and yet so ultimately
ineffective in the face of a frightening discovery, a
discovery which is inevitably made in facing one's own
death:

nothing can give us power over our fates.

Every

thing we value as meaningful in our lives, everything
which gives them structure and coherence, cannot be relied
upon.

As Pavlo Hummel tells us in a final howl of rage,

"it all shit" (107).
Yet Rabe manages to convince us that this discovery
is necessary, possibly even positive.

He suggests that

the one comfort we have left is to find a way to face this
reality together instead of alone, as Phil is forced to,
to become more than just "background in one another's
lives."

Traditional male bonding, as it is based on myth

and easy rationalizations, prevents this real connection,
which has more to do with simply being human than with
being what we view as masculine, feminine, or any of the
other labels with which we define ourselves.

In Pavlo

Hummel, a wounded soldier tells Pavlo the story of
Magellan, who tried to reach the bottom of the ocean with
a rope too short.

The real question, the soldier points

out, is "How far beyond all the rope you got is the bot
tom?"

Rabe's point seems to be that we should stop trying

so hard to figure out how things make sense and find a way
to deal with the fact that they do not, or that we cannot
understand.

We should spend our time discovering and

dealing with what we can know, rather than reaching for
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what we will never find.
Rabe usually prefaces his plays with some relevant
quotations.

At the beginning of Goose and Tomtom. he

gives us a Muktananda tale of a man who, "weary of trying
to understand his life," sits beneath a wishing tree and
is granted a beautiful house, a loving wife, servants and
food:
Yet as the man ate, he began to worry.
"When I first came here," he thought,
"none of this was here. No house, no
woman to love me, no food. What is this
place? Is this an evil place? Is there
a demon here?" And of course the demon
was fierce and horrible, scorched and
wild, standing in front of the man,
shrieking at him.
"Oh, he's going to
eat m e ," thought the man.
And the demon ate him.
When we search for our demons and recognize them, they
inevitably destroy the contentment in our lives, the story
suggests, yet Rabe has made a career out of forcing his
audiences to recognize their demons by identifying with
Carlyle and Phil, Billy and Eddie.

In his plays, the

demons are always there, whether or not they are recog
nized, and to suppress them is to live a life of dreams
which can easily explode without warning.

The life

received from a wishing tree is only a fragile dream,
impossible to maintain and incomparably destructive when
invaded by an ever-present darkness.
The masculine myth which feeds our traditional patri
archy and the male friendships which are based on it are
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only part of a large web of such dreams, but to Rabe they
are obviously
rest.

dominant concerns, at the center of all the

Rabe's struggle is not so much to explore the in

tricacies of male relationships as to define the function
of those relationships in his own vision of human society.
If he sometimes appears so caught up in masculine myth
that he fails to maintain an objective view of it, then it
is important to note that Rabe's most striking symbol of
masculine myth, the idealized Hank Grenweller in Sticks
and Bones, suffers from congenital disease, his body lit
erally rotting away.

As Pamela Cooper notes, "through

Grenweller, Rabe signals the rotteness of a powerful,
mythologized ideal of American manhood."22

From his dis

turbing portrait of Pavlo Hummel, who makes use of his
worst instincts in attempting to fulfill the warrior myth,
to his examination of the spiritually twisted macho soci
ety of Hurlvburlv. Rabe clearly indicates that people must
liberate themselves from the destructive values which have
dominated so much of human history and face the challenges
which present themselves in the absence of those values.
Passionate in his criticism but forgiving of the charac
ters who are the objects of that criticism, Rabe seems to
admit that no one, himself included, can entirely shake
the urge to slip into the simple self-delusion of the
past, anymore than he can succeed in turning his back on
the frightened confusion which defines the present and the
as yet unknown prospects for the future.
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